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Abstract
Starting from a  xed elliptic curve with complex multiplication we
compose lifted quotients of elliptic Jacobi theta functions to abelian func
tions in higher dimension In some cases where complete PicardEinstein
metrics have been discovered on the underlying abelian surface outside
of cusp points we are able to transform them to Picard modular forms
Basic algebraic relations of basic forms come from dierent multiplica
tive decompositions of these abelian functions in simple ones of the same
lifted type In the case of Gau numbers the constructed basic modular
forms de ne a BailyBorel embedding in P   The relations yield explicit
homogeneous equations for the Picard modular image surface
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  Introduction Basic problems motivations
 Rational Cuboid Problem
Find a cuboid with rational edges and face diagonals There is no solu
tion until now By some work of HShiga and others see SN the rational
cuboids de	ne and are de	ned up to similarity by rational points on a
Qmodel of the K
surface E E    E an elliptic curve with Gau
number multiplication This K
 surface is Picard modular
 Hilberts th Problem
Explicit construction of nice number 	elds via special values of tran
scendental functions with more than one variable There is no completely
understood example until now

 Uniformization theory for systems of partial dierential equations of Picard
Fuchs type see Yos






xx  x t x tx  t

For t    this multivalued function It t dened outside of the line
conguration
ttt  tt  t  t  t    
satises special PicardFuchs equations see Ho	 ch II
 String theory
There is a question of Stieberger Princeton  private communica
tion Understand Picard modular forms of the 	eld of Gau numbers
and present them in most explicit manner
 Construction of almost compact real spaces with KahlerEinstein metric
of negative constant curvature
The metric should be complete outside of 	nitely many cusp points
compactifying the space Find explicit complex quasiprojective models
There are respectable lists of candidates for attacking these problems simul
taneously The most interesting cases are those which appear in all these tables
and some of these are related to all of the above problems We refer to the lists
of
i Le Vavasseur LeV 
 thesis adviced by Picard
ii MostowDeligne MD 

iii Hizebruch and others BHH 
iv Thurston Th 
We pick out a real complex dimensional case appearing in all the lists
which is connected with Gau numbers Most important for these problems is
to 	nd generating modular forms together with basic relations both as explicit
as possible This is the aim of this paper
For necessary preparations we give in the sections    a summary of ba
sic notions and results The most recent are only available in HUpreprints at
the moment of writing One can 	nd them on my homepage at Humboldt
University After de	ning the remarkable  form via euclideanhyperbolic coor
dinate change the transfer of abelian functions on special ball quotient surfaces
to modular ones is explained section  We remember to elliptic Jacobi theta
functions and quotients of them in section  In section  we pull them back
along elliptic 	brations and 	nd multiperiodic compositions of them which
we call abelian  quotients We discover an imaginary quadratic version of
Heisenberg groups in section  Then we look at divisors of abelian  quotient
and discover relations via dierent multiplicative decompositions in simple ones
section  Sections    are dedicated to normalizing constants in order
to get the most simple and clean relations In section  we present for each
weight   explicit modular forms of the following Eisenstein quality they are
noncuspidal at precisely one cusp point For any given cusp we construct such
a form
Our lifting construction of abelian modular forms yields explicit basic
Picard modular forms of weights  
 and relations in the Gau number case as
explained in the 	nal sections  and  The projective BailyBorel embedding
of the underlying Picard modular surface with all basic forms shows that we are
very near to generate the whole ring of modular forms and to generate explicitly
the ideal of all relations between generators
This should be checked by computer algebra for a forthcoming paper It
needs also more place but seems to be not dicult with help of He adviced
by Langlands to present JacobiFourier series of our modular forms of abelian
type at a cusp I believe that our abelian approach to modular forms works also
in higher dimension at least in Picard modular cases appearing in the above
lists i  iv
Acknowledgement I have to thank N Vladov for alluding me to the
neat Gau number model with six elliptic cusp curves investigated in the last
sections
 Modular approach
The example of problem 
 is connected with the family of plane curves
Ct  y
  x x x t x tx t




Via plane projective closure and normalization one gets smooth compact modelseCt The general members of the family have genus 
 We correspond to t the
point
t  Pt  t   t  t  PC
It is easy to see that the isomorphy class of eCt is well de	ned by t So the
projective plane appears as parameter space of isomorphy classes of our family
The symmetric group S acts by permutation of t  t t In HV we proved
Proposition   The quotient surface PS is a compactied moduli space of
the family  

This means that a Zariski open part of PS parametrizes precisely the genus

 curves of the family  The three projective lines Ck  ti  tj  fi j kg 
f  
g on P are tangent lines of an Sinvariant quadric C  For a 	rst
understanding of C  we move the zeros  in  to a common one 	xing the
other zeros Then the curve C  parametrizes the limit points on P
 The
Apollonius curve
A  C   C  C  C  DivP
supports the orbital Apollonius cycle
A  C   C  C  C  P  P  P K K K
with intersection points
Pi  Cj  Ck fi j kg  f  
g Ki  C   Ci i    

Now we want to uniformize the orbital surface P A Let
B  fz z  C jzj  jzj  g  C  P
be the dimensional complex unit ball
  SU Zi  GlC
the full Picard modular group acting eectively onB and i the congruence
subgroup de	ned by the exact sequence
    i    SU Zi  i  
Notice that
SU Zi  i 	 O
F 	 S
with the 	eld F consisting of two elements

Uniformization Theorem  HV	 The BailyBorel compactication of the
Picard modular surface B  i is equal to the projective plane There are
precisely 
 compactifying cusp points which we identify with KKK The
quotient morphism extended to the BailyBorel compactication
B  B  i   B  i  P
is a locally nite covering branched along the Apollonius curve A The orbital
cycle  with ramication indices cusp points and singularities of this covering
is the Apollonius cycle A The ramication locus on B is the   iorbit of
 discs D DDD
 
The proof of the theorem needs rather new rational invariants of orbital surfaces
orbital curves and orbital points Especially we dispose on orbital Euler num
bers orbital signatures of orbital surfaces orbital Euler numbers and orbital
sel	ntersections of orbital curves The theory of these Qinvariants originally
called orbital heights has been developed in Hoa With a general propor
tionality theorem see Ho one can decide whether an orbital surface has
ball uniformization or not On the other hand starting from Picard modular
groups one can calculate the orbital invariants in terms of 	ne arithmetic her
mitian lattice theory described also in Hoa Bringing both sides together we
proved the above Uniformization Theorem in HV
In general we de	ne in this paper a Picard modular group  as a subgroup
of 	nite index in the special full Picard modular group
  
K
  SU OK
where K  Q
pd d  N is an imaginary quadratic number 	eld and
OK the ring of all algebraic integers in K Of main interest are the Picard
modular congruence subgroups de	ned as subgroups of  containing a princi
pal congruence subgroup a The latter is de	ned as kernel of the reduction
homomorphism of  mod a a an ideal of OK invariant under complex conju
gation
  a    SU OKa
For the rest of the paper we use the shorter notation Picard modular group as
synonyme for Picard modular congruence subgroup
 Hyperbolic metric on neat ball quotients
For the construction of the hyperbolic metric on B one starts with the boundary
distance function
Nz   zz  zz z  z z  B

The corresponding Kahler form is de	ned by






jdzk   i


   logN
This  form is invariant under the action of
AutholB  PU C










Rjk  log det gzjzk
It holds that 	  
 
  If the Ricci and Kahler form coincide up to a real
constant factor then the underlying metric is called KahlerEinstein For a
short proof in the ball case we refer to BHH Appendix B It turns out that
the holomorphic sectional curvature is negative constant Such metrics are called
complex hyperbolic
Denition    A ball lattice is a discrete subgroup  of G  PU C
 or of U C such that for the volume of a fundamental domain F of
 on B with respect to any Ginvariant volume form it holds that
 i volf  f a fundamental domain
The group   G is a neat ball lattice i it satises  i and for each element

 of  the eigenvalues of 
 generate a torsion free subgroup of C  If  is neat
then
 ii  acts freely on B that means each id  
   acts without xed points
Theorem  For neat ball lattices  it holds that
 iii The quotient morphism B  B is a universal covering
 iv B supports a complete hyperbolic  KahlerEinstein metric
 v The BailyBorel compactication dB is a normal projective algebraic sur
face
 vi dB  B  f  hg with elliptic cusp singularities i
 

vi means that the minimal resolution of each of these cusp singularities j is
an ellipic curve T j  For explicit local construction via cusp bundles we refer to
Hoa ch IV The property v holds for any quotient of a symmetric domain
by an arithmetic group This is a theorem of BailyBorel BB
Fixing notations keep in mind the following diagram in the category of
complex surfaces with neat ball lattice 







with minimal elliptic singularity resolution p and smooth minimal model A
of A
 Picard modular forms
Let  be a Picard modular group It acts via argument shifting on the 	eld
MerB of meromorphic functions on the ball
Denition    The invariant eld
F MerB
 MerB
is called the 	eld of modular functions
This is an algebraic function 	eld namely the function 	eld of the quasiprojec
tive surfaces appearing in 
F  CX  C X  CX


For each n  N we have a representation 	n of  in MerB de	ned by
	n
  f  jn 
 
 f 
   f MerB
where jz denotes the Jacobi determinant function of 
 on B The ring of
holomorphic functions on B is denoted by HolB
Denition   A holomorphic function f on B is called a modular form
of  algebraic weight n  of Haupttypus i it is an eigenfunction of 	n 
AutHolB with eigenvalue  More explicitly this means that

 fz  f
z  jn 
 f z  B 
  
The Cvector space of all modular forms of weight n is denoted by  n The






has the structure of a graded ring

Theorem   BailyBorel BB	 Let  be a Picard modular group Then
 o    C
 i  n is nite dimensional for all n  N
 ii R is a normal nitely generated Calgebra of dimension 

 iii X 	 Proj R
 
This was the way of BailyBorel to recognize the existence and normal projective
structure of the compacti	cation of X  B
From now on we assume that  is a neat ball lattice In this case we have










onto the ring of logarithmic pluricanonical forms of the  smoothly compactied





With X   X  and a canonical divisor KX  on X
 we change from bundle
sections to rational functions The divisor KX T
 is called logarithmic canon
ical and its multiples nKX   T
 are logarithmic pluricanonical divisors on
X  with respect to T  For n  N we have Cvector space isomorphisms
 n 	 H X   X log T n 	 H X  nKX   T 
The cusp points of a Picard modular group of the imaginary quadratic 	eld K
are precisely the Kpoints of B that means the boundary points of B with
coordinates in K Let B be the join of B and the set of cusps The quotient
map B  B extends surjectively to B  X Around cusps  and their
image cusp points     B it is a wellunderstood locally analytic map
see Hoa ch IV
Denition   A modular form  is called a cusp form i it vanishes at
each cusp   B

Algebraic criterion    n is a cusp form i the corresponding pluri
logarithmic canonical form vanishes along T 
The Cvector space of cusp forms of weight n is denoted by  ncusp The
isomorphisms  restrict to
 ncusp 	 H X  nKX   n T  	 H X   X logT n  T
 
where T  OX T 
 Neat coabelian ball lattices
Denition    A neat ball lattice  is called coabelian if the smooth min
imal model of the surface X  is an abelian surface A Such a lattice is called
coabelian of 	rst kind i the only curves on X  contractible to a regular point
are irreducible
In this paper all coabelian ball lattices are assumed to be of 	rst kind So the
exceptional curve L of the birational morphism A  X  is a disjoint sum
L  L   Ls P
 	 Lk  X  Lk  
Each elliptic cusp curve T j intersects L properly Namely the sel	ntersection
index of T j on X
 is negative it resolves the cusp singularity j and its image
curve of T j on A must be an elliptic curve Tj
	 T j because there is no rational
curve on abelian surfaces Since O is a canonical divisor on A it follows from
the adjunction formula that T j    on A Now it is clear that all components
of L intersect T j at most simply at one point and
T  j   L 
 T j  !fk  f  sg Lk  T j  g




C"  A  A  X  X  B

with vertical universal coverings and horizontal birational morphisms and " 	
Z a lattice in C
Now we start from an abelian surface A with reduced elliptic divisor
T  T   Th  Div A Tj elliptic curve
As in the above diagram we blow up all intersection points of the components of
T  This is the set Sing T of all singularities of the curve T  The inverse image
of T is the logarithmic canonical divisor
L T   L   Ls  T

   T

h  KA   T


with exceptional canonical divisor L  KA  on A
 as described in  and
elliptic proper transforms T j on A
 We look for a criterion which allows to de
cide whether A is a neat ball quotient surface X  with smooth compacti	cation
divisor T  Then we are again in the situation described in the EHCdiagram
 In this case we call T a hyperbolic elliptic divisor on A We set
Sj  Tj  Sing T s  !Sing T sj  !Sj 
Since all components T j of T
 are contractable to a cusp point the sel	nter
sections T
  are negative So we notice
  sj  s j    h
as 	rst necessary criterion for T to be hyperbolic It is equivalent to claim that
s   because each elliptic curve intersects properly each pair of nonparallel
elliptic curves on an abelian surface












 i For each elliptic divisor T on an abelian surface A the singularity rate
rT  is not greater than 
 ii T is hyperbolic if and only if rT   
 
For the proof in Ho we needed the precise characterization of ball quotient
surfaces Hoa in general working with rational orbital heights combined
with the Cyclic Covering Theorem for construction of suitable cyclic covers of
A of general type
Example  Ho	 Let A be the biproduct E  E of the elliptic curve
E  Y   X X A  AC  C" " 	 Zi
E has complex multiplication with the eld Qi of Gau numbers On C we
dene eight lines by equations
u v   u v   u iv   u iv  
u    u    v     v    


with "incongruent half periods    "n i " Along the universal covering
C  A their images are elliptic curves T  T
 on A For T  T   T

it is not dicult to determine the pairwise intersection points see Ho	 The
hyperbolic condition  ii is satised again
s  s  s  s  s  s  s  s
              
    
    
 s
Remark   The corresponding ball lattice  is Picard modular This has
been proved also in Ho	 showing that A is a nite covering of the projective
plane with orbital Apollonius cycle blown up at KKK such that  is a
normal subgroup of nite index in SU Zi We refer back to section 
 Dimension formulas for modular forms of
neat coabelian lattices and the modular  form
In the happy case of a neat coabelian lattice  we dispose on dimension formulas
for  ncusp and almost all  n
Theorem 	   Ho
	 For neat coabelian lattices  with elliptic compacti
cation curve T   T    T

h it holds that
dim ncusp 
 


















s h if n  

 
The proof was a combination of RiemannRoch Kodaira vanishing Baily
Borel embedding theorems long exact sequence and local compacti	cation
techniques The dimension formulas recover the number h of cusp points
Corollary 	 For n   and coabelian neat ball lattices  it holds that
! X nX  h  dim n ncusp
 
Using the EHCDiagram  we want to transfer certain "periodic meromo
morphic functions on C to modular forms We work with global coordinates
u v on C and z z on B By abuse of language we call the former euclidean
and the latter hyperbolic coordinates So we dispose around each point
P  A n supp T  A n supp L T   X n suppL


simultaneously on local euclidean coordinates u v and local hyperbolic coordi
nates z z
Via holomorphic sections of logarithmic pluricanonical bundles the Clinear
isomorphisms
n  H
 A nL T    n f  n  nf
are realized in two steps First by local euclideanhyperbolic coordinate transfer
f 
 du  dvn  ndz  dzn
around any point P as in 
 Then we consider n as local analytic function
on the ball B We use the same notation n for its unique analytic extension
to B which belongs to  n Since f belongs also to H A NL T  for all
N  n it produces a series of modular functions N  N f Fortunately
we are able to understand the quotients Nn as powers of a remarkable
cusp form one and the same for all f 
Proposition 	 There is a cusp form      generating the vector space
 cusp such that the diagram
H A nL T  H A NL T 








are commutative for all   n  N  This means that
N  N f   
Nn 
 nf   Nn 
 n
Proof With the constant function   A   H A O on A we de	ne
      A 
or by local equation 
A  
 du  dv  du  dv    
 dz  dz
For products f 
 h f  H A nL  T  h  H AmL  T  the corre
sponding local equations yield
nmf 
 h  nf 
 mh  H A nmL T 
Especially for h  A   H AmL T  m  N  n we get

N f  nmf 
 A   nf 
 mA   nf 
 A m  nf 
  Nn

From the de	nitions  and  it is clear that        In Lemma 

below we will see that   must be a cusp form The dimension formula  for
n   yields
 cusp  C   C 
 
Convention For each f  H A NL  T  there is a minimal n  N such
that f  H A nL T  We omit the index n if n is choosen for f in this
minimal manner setting
  f  nf  N f 
Nn
Clearly  is not divisible by   Starting from a modular form N   N  we
see that n is de	ned as smallest natural number such that N is decomposable
into n Nn in the ring of holomorphic functions on B
It may happen that
f 
 g  h f  H A kL T  g  H AmL T  h  H A nL T 
but n  k  m even if k and m are minimal choosen Setting   kf

  mg and   nh it is easy to see from the de	nition of km that




   kmn 
 
So the abstractly de	ned   plays algebraically the role of a homogenizing ele
ment It gives also the chance to determine   as a root of the quotient of 

 of
explicitly known modular forms  









    
 f irr  ci  C i  i  ir









 irr  Nni 
in  N  with functions fj  H A kjL  T  j  kj fj f i 
  
 f irr 
H A niLT
 N  maxfnig One has only to multiply the inhomogeneous
polynomial with du  dvN  to apply the transformations  together with
 to each summand and to cancel the common factor dz  dzN 


Remark 	  Via quotients of functions one gets the welldened and well
known isomorphism of function elds
#  MerA $F MerB
fg  #fg  nfng f g  H A nL T 
Especially f  f  H A nL T  corresponds to nf n
	 Modular transfer of abelian functions
We write fA or fA  for the principal divisor on A or A
 of an abelian
function f  MerA  MerA For the "periodic meromorphic function F
on C corresponding to f we de	ne
F A  fA  Div A F A   fA   Div A
Similarly for a modular function   MerB  MerA we use the no
tation A  for the corresponding divisor on A
 The divisor A of higher
dierential forms   H A  An on A is globally de	ned by patching local
divisors of the functions f appearing in local presentations   fdu  dvn
Comparing after blowing up local coordinates around points we get
du  dvA    du  dvA  L
hence
 A  
 fA  nL  fA   nL
The geometry around cusps JacobiFourier series see He or Hoa forces
us to set dz  dzA   T  and extend it to
dz  dznA   A   nT 
de	nigng A   DivA for modular forms    n The coecients coincide
with the zero orders of  along irreducible local curves on B lifted from A
and by de	nition at cusps related with the elliptic compacti	cation curves T j 
With the de	nition  of n we are able to compare divisors namely
fA   nL  A   nT    nf
hence
A   fA   nL T

which can be also used as short natural de	nition For instance
 A   A   L T
  L T     

We want to de	ne for  a cycle of zeros on B For this purpose we choose a
representative set   f  hg of cusps on the boundary of B correspond




DivB  Z   Zh
be the free abelian group generated by the points   h For  we denote
the zero order at j by vj  coinciding with the T

jcoecient of A   The
cusp cycle of  on  is de	ned as
  v   vhh  vT     vT  hh
 n vTf   n vThfh












j  fj  fT

j  fTj  C  fg
via Hartogs theorem if the value is 	nite
Remark    Also  itself has a welldened values j at j  Each is
dened as the constant term of the FourierJacobi  power series of  at j
 after xed normalized transfer to a standard cusp see He	 There is no pole
In correspondence with     nf does not vanish at j i vTj f  n
In this case we call  not cuspidal at j  In the opposite case we say that  is
cuspidal there
Lemma   disc criterion Assume that stabilizers GP at P  S  Sing T of
the group
G  GA T   fg  AutA gT   Tg
are bigger than the cyclic  Tkcentralizer groups
ZTk G  fg  G gjTk  idTkg Tk  P
Then the smooth rational curves pLj on dB are compactied disc quotients
Lj 	 pLj   DjDj  j    h
where the Djs are linear subdiscs of the ball B and
Dj  NDjZGDj NDj  f
   
Dj  Djg

Proof The stabilizer condition implies the existence of an element g  GP
with P as isolated 	xed point This element acts on A as re%ection with
LP  
P  as re%ection curve The elements of G act also on B  X and
lift to B along the universal covering B  B Especially g is lifted to a
re%ection on B because of local isomorphy The re%ection curve is a linear disc
Dj because AutB consists of linear transformations
 
Through the paper we will assume that the disc criterion of the lemma is
always satis	ed We choose representative discs Dj lifting Lj  j    h set
D  fD Dhg and de	ne the free abelian group
DivDB  ZD   ZDh
For each modular function   nf we denote the zero orders along Dj
by vDj  They coincide with vLj f which is equal to the Ljcoectient of
A   fA   nL T
  Div A We write
D  vDD   vDhDh
 n vLfD   n vLhfDh  DivDB
which de	nes also the Dcycle
 D  D  
on
Div DB  DivDBDivB  ZD   ZDh  Z   Zh
For instance
  D  D  Dh     s
By the way we proved
Lemma  The  function  has simple zeros at the cusps and also along
the discs lifted from the lines Lj  It has no other zeros on B
 
For   nf we want to relate the Tjcoecients of fA with the coe
cients of  D Let D be a divisor on A D
  D its proper transform and
D    D its inverse image on A The embeddings
    Div A  Div A 	 Div A ZL   ZLs
are connected by the formula





 L  DL   sDLs
with the stuple
D  D  sD  Zs
of multiplicities jD  Pj D of D at Pj  Notice that the multiplicity map
  Div A  Zs is additive Important is the multiplicity tupel of T
T   t  ts
We set for f MerA
f  fA vT f  vT f  vThf
vT f 
 T   vTfT    vThfT h
Restricting to functions f  H A kT  k   we get
fA   
fA  f 
 L  f A  vT f 
 T   f 
 L
where f A is the positive part zero divisor Restricting to the part of the
divisor supported by T   L we write
fLT    f 




Lemma  The abelian function f with poles only on T belongs to
H A nL kT  if and only if
 i f  n  n  Zs
 ii vT f  k  k  Zh
 
Assume that k  n and the conditions i and ii are satis	ed Then the
modular form   nf of weight n is wellde	ned From   
and 
 it follows that
A   
f A  f  n  n 
 L vT f  n  n 
 T 
LT    f  n  n 
 L vT f  n  n 
 T 
 D  f  n  n 
D vT f  n  n 
 
 vLf  n  n 
D vT f  n  n 
 

where D vLf  stand for D Ds vLf  vLsf respectively  
  h and the 
s are understood as sum of componentwise products again
We see also more immediately now that

Corollary  An abelian function f  MerA belongs to H A nL  T 
for a suitable n   if and only if the support of its pole divisor on A is supported
by T  The smallest possible n coincides with minf f  sfg The 
modular form   nf f  H A nL  T  is a cusp form i vT f 
n   n 

 Some classical elliptic theta functions and their
quotients
First we remember to some classical quasiperiodic functions on C with respect
to a lattice Z 	 "  C Fixing notations we work with half periods




"  Z 
   Z 
      H  Im   
The classical function on C is de	ned by












with "  "nfg This is an odd function The Weierstra function is de	ned
as
z  z 
d
dz
log z  zz
The following basic properties can be found in several textbooks of function
theory eg in Pr and Rue
 z  k  ekzk 
 z with constants  k  k k   
 The quotient
Qr
i	 z  ai
Qr
i	 z  bi ai bi  C is an elliptic
function if and only if
Pr
i	ai  bi  





  z  with classical theta series
z  z   iqeiz 













 einz  einz






 cosnz q  ei	 

We choosed the notations and detailled presentation of Rue in order to recog
nize the series expansion of the function in the most convenient manner
 The derivative of the Weierstra function is the negative of the Weier
stra function of the lattice "  z  z
The quasiperiodic property  indicates that z is a theta function in a
general sense It extends really to
 z    ez   "
Thereby    "  C is the additive homomorphism de	ned by
z    z      "
This is correct because   is a "periodic function by  The homorphism
extends linearly to    C  C Moreover  is the character on " with
exact sequence
  "  " 
 fg  
We refer to La Appendix 
Altogether one gets a group homomorphism


"  O holC   z  ez
We need it for the functional relations
z    zz   
 
ezz   if   "
ezz   if   " n "

  quotients in dimension 
Let K  Q
pd d  N be an imaginary quadratic number number 	eld
O  OK its ring of integers c  C  a constant speci	ed later For the Clattice
"  "   " "  cO
We want to construct "periodic functions on C in explicit manner We will
pick them out from the image of the following map





























M MatK    Cm    Cl    Cn
m m are the rows of M  m  m m and
mu v  m 
 u 	
with
m  mm  K u  u v  C 	  C m 
 u  mumv
Theorem   For M  GlO the meromorphic function







i  i  
lX
j	




Proof Since "  "   o o  " it suces to show that our  quotients
are "periodic for 	xed u and for 	xed v under the assumption  Fix v for
instance We are in a similar situation as in  section  which is a consequence
of  For simplicity we work with the constant c  
First case M         With m    m    m    the factors




















According to  section  in the denominator and numerator of the function
































u v  j  p
nY
k	






Comparing products in numerator and denominator we see that
P
up v 


























are satis	ed Both relations together are equivalent to 
We let the group GlK act on MatK by multiplication from the right




Fixing the upper translation indices and writing the variables as column we
have
 MGu v   M G 
u
v   G
  M  G  GlK
Lemma  The function M is "periodic i MG is G
"periodic




      M G 
u
v   

    M G 
u
v    MGu v
In order to 	nnish the proof of the theorem take G  GlO We know already
by our 	rst step that  E  E the unit matrix of order  is "periodic if the
relations  are satis	ed Therefore by the lemma  G   EG is a G
"  "
periodic function The relations have not been changed

 
Remark   It may happen that some of the six products in our  quotient do
not really occur This means they are equal to  Indeed we allowed m l or n in
  to be equal  In this case the corresponding dierence sum in the relations
  has to be substituted by  too A new proof is not nessessary because
it is the same to assume that for m l or n the corresponding two products
in numerator and denominator coincide hence cancel For instance l   is
equivalent to l   and     Cl
Remark   Applications of ane transformations of C with GlOlinear
part also do not change the linear relations   Besides of the GlO
transformation one has only to change the i 

i by i  c 

i  c the k
k by k  d 

k  d and the j  

j by j  c  d 

j  c  d respectively
where c d  C is the translation vector of the ane transformation  image
of  
  Group actions
The group action ofGlK on  quotients is accomponied with the mln
th power of the translation group TC  C









































The relations  are preserved if we restrict the action to the multidiagonal
translation subgroup TC
mln of TC
mln working with ai  a

i bj 
bj  ck  c

k Combined with the linear group we get an action of GlK  
TC
mln on the set of  quotients especially on the subset of  quotients
invariant with respect to a lattice commensurable with " see Lemma 
Moreover the ane group GlK 
 TC acts as subgroup of
GlK   TCmln on the set of  quotients The elements are identi	ed






 G  GlK t  Cg







of $G is explicitly described by













Applied to each factor of a  quotient we get
$G m 













 	  mG  uv  m 
 t 	

Further restriction yields an action of an imaginary quadratic version of the
Heisenberg group
HKQ" GlK 
 TQ" 	GlK 
 TK
with obvious notations on the function 	eld generated by  quotients invariant
under lattice translations commensurable with " Restricting further we get
with Theorem  the following
Corollary    The subgroup HOQ"  GlO 
TQ" acts on the sub
eld  C" generated by all "periodic  quotients of the eld MerC"
	 MerC" of abelian functions on the surface A  C"
 





































More simply $G acts on each factor m by index multiplication
m  $G m  m G
   Elliptic divisors of  quotients and relations
The inverse image of the canonical projection p  C
  A  C" iden
ti	es the abelian function 	eld CA  MerA with the 	eld MerC" of
meromorphic "periodic functions on C So each F MerC" corresponds
uniquely to an abelian function f such that F  p f We are mainly inter
ested on abelian functions f with elliptic divisors on A or at least with elliptic
pole divisors f The elliptic curves on A through O correspond via p
 
 to
Q"lines on C which are de	ned as ane complex lines on C going throug
two dierent points of Q" We have bijective correspondences
felliptic curves through O  Ag fQ" lines through O  Cg"
felliptic curves on Ag fQ" lines onCgC"


where the action of C and " is de	ned by additive shifting Intermediately
we have also the correspondence
felliptic curves with severalA torsion pointsg  fQ" linesg"
Here with several Atorsion points means more than one or equivalently
with a dense subset of Atorsion points On this way each elliptic curve C on
A is de	ned by a linear equation remember "  c 
O
C  u v  	      K 	  C
We can and will assume that the coecient pair   is primitive which means
that  and  are integral and have no common Ofactor except for units If
OK is a principal domain the primitive coecient pair   is the row of a
GlOmatrix It is uniquely determined by C up to O
 mutiplication and 	
up to "shifts after 	xing  and  Moreover C has Atorsion points i 	  "
For our  quotients  
  
     
M we assume that we cannot cancel factors of
the denominator and the numerator this means
i  i j  j  k  k
for all possible numerations We restrict ourselves also to "periodic  quotients
with upper indices lying in Q" and M  GlO The set of all of them is
denoted by  OQ" The divisor of  
  
     
M   OQ" on A is an
elliptic divisor whose components are universally covered by the following C
lines
zeros  u v  i     u 
  v  j   
u v  k  
poles  u v  i     u 
  v  

j   












i  i  
lX
j	




We see that each elliptic component of the divisor divA 
  
     
M  has several
Atorsion points
Two elliptic curves on A are called parallel if and only if they have no
common point or they coincide If all components of an elliptic divisor are
parallel then we call it a parallel divisor Each elliptic divisor D on A splits

uniquely into the sum of maximal parallel subdivisors They are called the
parallel components of D The divisor of  
  
     
M has in general three parallel
components described by
u v  i   u v  

i   i   m
 u 
  v  j    u 
  v  

j   j    l

u v  k   
u v  

k   k    n
with coecient relations 
The case of two parallel components happens i precisely one of the upper
index bounds lm n vanishes We loose nothing if we assume that m  
The two parallel components are described by the elliptic curves with linear
equations
u v  i   u v  

i   i   m
respectively

u v  k   
u v  















The cases with only one parallel component are exhausted by l  n   Then
the zero and pole equations are
u v  i   u v  

i   i   m  







The elliptic divisors on A of all possible abelian  quotients are called  divisors
Their pole divisors are called  pole divisors The minimal number of compo




 if it has precisely 
 parallel components
 if it has precisely  parallel components
 if it has precisely  parallel component
The parallel components of each  divisor with precicely two of them are par
allel  divisors themselves corresponding to the product of two  quotients
These are reducible  divisors where a  divisor is called irreducible or simple

i it is not the sum of two smaller  divisors So the most simple  divisors
are those with two parallel pole components binary with three parallel pole
components ternary parallel and with three pairwise nonparallel pole com
ponents triangular
binary
u v     u v    
u v     u v    
with relation
     
ternary parallel
u v     u v    
u v     u v    
u v     u v    
with relation
         
triangular
u v     u v    
 u 
  v      u 
  v    

u v     
u v    
with relations
        
The  divisors generate an additive subgroup DivA of the principal divisor
subgroup of Div A The additive decomposition of a divisor D  DivA into
irreducible  divisors is not unique as we will see below Thats the source
of algebraic relations between dierent products of simple abelian  quotients
Namely if
D  D  Dk  C   Cm
are two dierent decompositions of D  divAF  into  divisors Di  divAFi
Cj  divAGj with "periodic  quotients Fi Gj  then we have a relation
f 
  





for the corresponding abelian  quotients fi gj MerA because the quotient
of the two products in 
 has no zeros and poles on A This relation pulls









We have the following problems
I Find divisors in DivA with dierent  decompositions 
II Determine the constants in the corresponding relations 

III Transfer such relations to relations between modular forms
Basically we look for relations between products of special binary ternary and




These are special abelian binary  quotients
P 
u v    
 u  v   
u v   
 u  v   
OO  O   

" n "   C
zeros  u v       u v     
pole  u v     double
This means that the pole divisor of P on A consists of a double elliptic curve
described in the second row and the zero divisor is also a double elliptic curve
described in the 	rst row The zero curve is a shift of the pole curve by a honest




These are special triangular  quotients
&M 
u v     
   
u   v     
 u v    
u v   
   
u   v   











 C   

"
zeros  u v      
 
u   v      
u v      
poles  u v    
 
u   v    




Now we get the 	rst relations To the above &function &  &M we corre
spond  quotients of P type
P  P

  P  P





The products D and P 
P 
P have obviously the same divisor on A Therefore
we get as special case of 
 a relation written as








These are special ternary  quotients of parallel type
Q 
u v    
 u v    
 u  v   
u v   
 u v   
 u v   
O  O  O   C with honest half periods i i    
 satisfying
       and with
u v     
zeros  u v      pole  u v    triple
u v     
The pole divisor is a triple elliptic curve The zero divisor is the simple sum
of the elliptic curves which are shifts of the zero curve by the three dierent
honest torsion points of A
Parallel P Q
relations
Take Q  Q as above We correspond to Q the  quotients of P type
P  P

 P  P

 P  P


The square Q and P 
 P 
 P have the same divisor on A Therefore we get
the special relations
Q  C 
 P 
 P 
 P C  C 






These are triangular relations between functions of P type and Qtype First
we need precise transformation laws for these functions For this purpose we
introduce for half periods  the notation
pqr  pu qv  r   p q r  C

The lower index is understood as covector representing the linear function


















 GlO       C
act on the space of linear functions via
M   f  p q r




















Observe that the transformations work for arbitrary   C The actions extends


























We consider for half periods    with        the determinant














This is a "periodic function by  of section  It has obviously zeros at
z  u and z  v and only triple poles on " By Abels theorem the third
pole sits at u v At z  u v we get
  det









Proposition     For half periods
           





 GlO it holds that
  det






  The RamachandraKronecker constant
First we look for most simple equations of elliptic curves E with complex multi
plication We restrict us to the principal case EndE 	 O  OK  EC  C"
"  c 
 O c  C  Dierent constants c do not change the isomorphy class
but the Weierstra equation of elliptic curves The problem is to 	nd c with
Weierstra equation of E with simplest integral coecients It has been solved
in  by Ramachandra in Ra employing Kroneckers limit formula
Proposition    Let z be the function on C extending n  n' on N
For







a primitive th unit root
the elliptic curve CcZ Zi has Weierstra equation
Y   X X  X  iX  iX

Proof We remember to the following ingredients The Eisenstein series of a










  G g  g

  G
we get the Weierstra equation
E  X  gX  g  X  eX  eX  e
with
e   e   e  


From the de	nitions follows
Gck  c





The jinvariant of the isomorphy class of E is
jE  g

& &  g

  g discriminant
For the standard lattices ZZ    H upper half plane the Eisenstein series
have the explicit Fourier expansions
Gk  G
ZZ	











By a formula of Euler see eg BF III Prop  the zetavalues k belong
to QBk
k  Qk For   i it is clear now from the Fourier expansion that
Gi hence also gi must be a real number Since 
 is obviously an elliptic
curve with Qimultiplication we have gi   Therefore gi is the real
























  Abelian prime functions and constants of re
lations
For the Clattice "  Z 
   Z 
  the simplest and most interesting
 quotients are
w 
u v   
u v  
 
w 
u v   





    u v   
These meromorphic functions are transcendental overMerA For half periods









Following classical ideas of Jacobi in one variable amplitudinus functions el
liptic integrals we modify the simple  quotients in order to get an algebraic
decomposition of P For this purpose we introduce for   " the functions
  
u v    euv  euv
and set for half periods 
W   
 w  euv
u v   





 ww  euv
u v   
u v  

By de	nitions we decomposed P type functions
P  W 
W 

On the other hand we deduce with




















   O OO  O   C   

" n "
the functions W and W

 are algebraic of degree  over MerA These
are precisely the two dierent roots of the P type function P They are "

periodic for a sublattice " of " of index  This means that they belong to the
function eld MerB of unramied abelian double cover B  C" of A


Proof It only remains to prove the last statement Omitting indices we deduce
from the "periodicity of P
W u   P u   P u W u u  u v  C   "
Therefore
W u   W u   "  fg
a surjective quadratic character on " The kernel of  is the sublattice " we
look for
 
Denition    The W type functions appearing in Proposition 

 are
called abelian prime functions for "
Now we are able to determine the constant C in our P Qrelations 






Q  Q  Pi  P
i
 i    

Proof Instead of number triples  we will write sometimes the correspond
ing linear forms u  v   as lower index for instance wz  w

 with
z  u v   Then
















because   is a homomorphism see  in section  and       
 
Now consider the &type function &M as in 




  P  P













z  u v   z  u v  
z   
u   v    z  z      



























  ezezez  e
 







At the end of the section we modify the triangular P Qrelation of Propo
sition 
Proposition  	 With the notations there it holds that
  det





Proof With z   












zzz  z   z  




  Further normalizations of functions and re
lations
We divide each simple  factor
w 
u v   
u v  
of abelian  quotients by the constant  and extend it to the  quotients
















Using    it is easy to prove by divisions in Propositions 

 and Corollary 
 the following
Theorem    For admissible indices as in the three propositions of the pre







 ii   det













Corollary   Let Y   XeXeXe be the Weierstra equation
of the elliptic curve E with EC  C" The abelian function
P  P
i
  ei O O  O   C i    

is correctly dened  independently on index i It has a double pole divisor on
L   u v     Moreover the following relations are satised
 i  Q 
  P  eP  eP  e
 ii    det







Proof We use the following wellknown relations for the Weierstra function
see eg Pr III Par 
z ei  z  i
iz

 z  i
iz 
With z  u v   and de	nition 
 we have
z ei  Pi
Therefore
Pu v  P
i
  ei
is correctly de	ned So i follows immediately from relation i in the theorem
For ii one has in ii only to add eitimes the 	rst column in the determinant
to the second
 
  Basic noncuspidal abelian modular forms
As in section  we consider the minimal compact model A  C" of a neat
coabelian ball quotient B with elliptic compacti	cation divisor
T  T    Th We use the notations of diagram  Without much loss of
generality we assume as usual that
"  "   " "  cO O  OK  c  C 
K an imaginary quadratic number 	eld
Tj  ju jv  j  j    h
jO jO  O j  C
The abelian functions




with half periods k        have poles Tj or 
Tj  respectively
on A Therefore PpjQ
q
j is an abelian function with pole divisor p  
qTj 
Looking at multiplicities of divisors of these functions at points of Sing T  see

 we see that the pole divisors on A are
Pj






























Therefore the abelian functions Pp P
p
h belong to H
 A pL  T  For
p   they are linearly independent because of independent T parts of the pole





hQ  H A p 
L T  p  








j  if   n even
nP
n
j Q if 
  n odd
ll exactly the noncusp parts of  n for each n   More precisely nj
has a zero  of order n at the at all cusps except for j  and its transforms
where it actually does not vanish and
 n   ncusp Cn  Cnh 
Proof Knowing the pole divisors of the abelian P and Qfunctions on





































Looking at the cusp contributions one recognizes that the sums on the right
hand side of  must be direct On the other hand we dispose the dimension
formula in Corollary  yields
h  dim n ncusp




A cusp form of weight n   is called new i it is not divisible by   in the
graded ring R of modular forms Each subspace of  ncusp complemen
tary to   n is called a space of new cusp forms of weight n Such a space
will be denoted by  nnewcusp
Remark    Imagine an euclidean metric on  ncusp like Peterssons
scalar product for modular forms Then the space  nnewcusp can and will be
uniquely dened as orthogonal complement of   n  in  ncusp
Corollary   For n   the application of the modular transfer n changes
the ltration
C  H A O  H A L T     H A n L T 
 H A nL n T   H A nL T 
to the  ltration
C n   n       n    ncusp   n
of  n with splitting





 n  

s dim  n  

sn  h n  


Proof We have only to calculate the dimensions For n  
 the dimensions of
the spaces
 nnewcusp














s h  
sn  h
by the dimension formulas in Theorem  The cases n    can be checked
in the same way
 
Remark    The strategy of nding explicit bases of  n for all n in con
crete situations is reduced to solve this problem rst for n   then determine
successively bases of  nnewcusp for n   
   Since there exists a natural
number k such that R  C    k the procedure stops theoretically
after nitely many steps This happens i the dimensions of the nth homoge
neous parts of the graded algebra C    k which should be calculable






sh for all n  


Corollary   The  form is algebraic over the function elds Cj  

j j 
  h More precisely if A  E  E E the elliptic CMcurve with Weierstra
equation
E  Y   X  gX  g  X  eX  eX  e









are satised So   is integral  algebraic over Cj  

j  of degree  if g  
and
  
   j 
g
in the CMcase of Gau numbers










We have only to apply   homogenization  to this relation
 
  Generators of low cohomology groups in the
case of Gau numbers
The following model is closely connected with the earlier known Example 
As there the underlying lattice is
"  "   " "  cZi
with RamachandraKronecker constant c de	ned in Proposition  section
 The Weierstra equation for the elliptic curve E with respect to " is
Y   X  eX  eX  e  X  iX  iX  X X
satis	ed by the  and function of this lattice As basic half periods of "
we 	x
  c 
 

   c 
 i

   c 
   i


From the 	rst of the obvious relations


iz  z iz  iz
follows
     i  w
Therefore  is a zero of z Being a half period it is a double zero and the
only one by Abels theorem up to "shifts Comparing with 
 we have
without loss of generality changing c by ic if necessary
e    i e    i e    
So z has a double zero at  Therefore z   has a double pole at 
and a double zero at  The same holds for z hence it is a C multiple of
z   Comparing the values at z   we see that
z    z z    z  
for later use
We de	ne the elliptic divisor T  T   T on A by following covering
linear equations
T  l  u   T  l  v   T  l    u v    
T  l  u   iv   T  l   iu v  
T  l    u iv    

By calculations as explained in BHH  one 	nds precisely three intersection
points P P P of pairs of Tcomponents represented by
P    P    P     

"
The indices are choosed such that
Pi  Tj  i  j mod 

With s  
 s    s   the hyperbolicity condition s 
P
si is satis	ed
Proposition  	  Blowing up the three intersection points P P P on A 
E  E one gets a Picard modular surface A  X 
Proof Let B be the abelian surface of Example  It is an unrami	ed double
covering of A The eight elliptic curves on B  E   E de	ned by  are the
preimages of the six curves de	ned in  More explicitly the Galois group of

this covering is generated by additive shifting t t onB t the only nontrivial
 itorsion point on E Blowing up intersection points we get an unrami	ed
covering B over A The restriction to the 	nite parts omitting both elliptic
T divisors yields commensurability of the corresponding ball lattices Since
the Blattice is Picard modular by Remark  this also true for the ball lattice
of A T 
 
We recommend the reader to draw a picture of the six curves Tj through the
three points Pi with our numerations There are eight triangular subdivisors of
T  namely
T  T  T T  T  T T  T  T T  T  T
T  T  T T  T  T T  T  T T  T  T
Each of them is a pole divisor of an abelian function of &type Namely consider
the eight Ziunimodular matrices
M          M  
  
































Up to O multiples the rows consists of u vcoecient pairs of two of the linear
equations  for the T T T T corresponding to the 	rst two indices of the







A  mm  Mijk
for the eight above matrices are written as columns in the following factor matrix
(  mijk 
  i  i   i i      
   i   i 
A 




with the above matrices M Mijk and      For instance
D 	 &M 
u v  u v
uvu  v  


The triangular pole divisor on A of this function is Ti  Tj  Tk The zero
divisor is the sum of the pole components shifted by P or P with the same
eort Altogether we get
DijkA  P  Ti  P  Tj  P  Tk Ti  Tj  Tk
where P is one of the sixteen torsion points
Pij  i jmod "
of A The multiplicity triples are same Dijk   Therefore
DijkLT    L  L  L Ti  Tj  Tk
implying
Dijk  H A L T  ijk  &ijk   

It is not dicult to recognize that the disc criterion  for A T  is satis	ed
This can be veri	ed by the following
Proposition  	 The automorphism group GA T  can be identied with the
 half integral part HO " of the Heisenberg group HK
Q" Via linear
parts it is isomorphic to the subgroup of GlO generated by the three elements





     i 
This is a central extension of the rotation group O 	 S of the octahedron with
exact sequence
  I   i    i   GA T   O  
GA T  acts transitively on the set fT  Tg of compononents of T with in
eective kernel I
Proof idea Send pairs of T components to other pairs and check which of
these maps extend to half integral Heisenberg group elements This has been
done by MAPLE
 
We recommend the reader to draw a real 
dimensional graph Represent the
boundarys of three discs Di over Li i    
 by three mutually perpendicular
big circles on the sphere in R Correspond the six intersection points to six
cusps and to the six T components contracted to cusp points on dB The
intersection points span an octahedron On this way the action of GA T I is
via T components visible as original octahedron rotation group
By  the Dcycles of the modular forms 
 on B are
ijk D  p  q  r fi j k p q rg  f  g

Denition  	  The algebraic functions f  fr  on any smooth compact
complex algebraic manifold V  satises the strong descending divisor condition
i there are linear combinations g  gr of them with strongly descending min
imum chain of divisors
g  minfg gg    minfg  grg
Thereby the minimum of several divisors is de	ned componentwise
Lemma  	 If f  fr satify the strong descending divisor condition then
they are linearly independent
Proof It suces to prove that the linear combinations g  gr in 
 are lin
early independent By assumption the principal divisor gj has a component
njCj  Cj irreducible which is lower than the Cjcomponents of all linear combi
nations of g  gj j    r Therefore gj cannot be a linear combination
of its predecessors
 
With these preparation we are able to determine the dimension of  
Proposition  	 With notations of this and the previous section it holds that
dimH A L T   
Together with the constant function  the quadruple Dimjmkm  m    
yields a basis of H A LT  if the cardinality of
Sn
m	fim jm kmg is equal
to   n for n    
Example  		  DDDD are linearly independent
Proof Without loss of generality we restrict us to the example A minimum
chain of pole divisors of these functions is
O  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T
 T  T  T  T  T  T
Taking successively general linear combinations of 	rst subsequences of the func
tions in  we get a sequence of functions with the above pole chain But then
we are in the situation of  with r   Therefore h A L T   
By  and Remark  the modular forms ijk    are noncuspidal
at i j  k and cuspidal at the other three cusps Let   D be an ele
ment of   We substract successively suitable Cmultiples of forms ijk till
we get a constant function We do it for the general and worst case DT 
T    T This means that  is noncuspidal at all cusps    So


we can 	nd c  C  such that  c is cuspidal at  Successively we 	nd
constants cj  j   such that
    c  c  c  c   
is cuspidal at     For the abelian function f  H A L  T  with
  f this means that fA  TT But H ATT  C because
T and T intersect each other at precisely one point namely O Therefore the
restrictions of f  H AT  T on the elliptic 	bres of the 	brations
A  Tj 	 ATk 	 E fj kg  f g
with kernel Tk must be constants because they have at most one pole So f is
a constant hence   C  and
  C  C C C C
 
Corollary  	 The space of modular forms of weight  is generated by four
forms of  triangular abelian  quotients and   For instance the sequence  
    is a basis of  
 
Theorem  	 We dispose now on the complete list of dimensions
dim ncusp 
 











 n  






  n  

Proof Knowing s  




Together with  we get
Corollary  	 For low dimensions we have
dim    dim cusp   dim 
new
cusp  
















with the same matrices M  Mijk and 	xed      as above For
instance
D 	
u v  u v  
uvu  v  

We have the same triangular pole divisors Ti Tj  Tk as for D

ijk but the zero
divisors do not contain any of the points P P P Therefore the multiplicity
triple at these points is equal to  thus
DijkLT    L  L  L Ti  Tj  Tk
implying
Dijk  H A L T  ijk  Dijk   cusp
By the above descending pole divisor method it is easy to 	nd four linearly
independent functions Dijk  Taking in account also the zero divisors and the
 torsion points four on each elliptic component it is not dicult to generate
a space  newcusp with four of the functions 

ijk  The check of details is left to
















as basis of a subspace of H A L  T  complementary to H A L  T 
With Corollary  and Theorem  we get
Proposition  	  It holds that
 cusp    C C C C
    cusp C  C
 

With index abbreviation as in  and
           















The strong descending pole divisor condition for the corresponding products
DiD

j is satis	ed Therefore they are linearly independent We 	nd further
explicit new cusp forms by multiplication with m m    
Lemma  	   The product mijk   
 is a cusp form i m  fi j kg
Proof The abelian functions Pm de	ned in section  with double zero along
PmTm where the point index must be taken modulo 
 Counting multiplicities
at P P P we get
PmA   Lm  L T m
with Lindex modulo 
 Therefore the divisor of PmDijk is not smaller than
T  i m  fi j kg Now we get the statement via modular transfer
 
Going back to abelian functions it is easy to see that
Example  	   The modular forms       are li
nearly independent
Together with the six cusp forms  we get a dimensional space generated
by new cusp forms of weight 
 More is not possible by Corollary  On this
way one gets with the notations of  Corollary  and Theorem  the
Theorem  	  The homogeneous parts of degree lower than  of the graded
subring














 	 Basic relations in the case of Gau numbers
We set Pi  Pli with
  i 
 
 for i  
 
 for i     




Theorem     The abelian functions PiQi and Dijk  D

ijk dened in  
or   respectively satisfy the following algebraic equations
 I Qi  P

i Pi i    
 II det














for i j k    
      
   
  
      
   
Proof The six equations I come from i of Corollary  specialized to our
case of Weierstra equation  with e  i e  i e  
The determinant relations are specialisations of ii in the same corollary In
the 	rst two rows of the determinants in ii we have to take into consideration
the multiplication factors listed in the columns of ( in  assigning the the
dierence of linear forms in the Tiequations  and the rows used in the eight
matrices  The multiplication of the arguments by i in the functions z





 see  A comparision with the
de	nitions of Pj  Qj via function shows that this is also the representation
matrix of this pair with respect to argument multiplication by i The reader
should check it 	rst for P  u Q  
u and then for the other Pj  Qj
via substitutions z  lj 
uj  As the last row one has to take Plk  Qlk 
k  
 or  in accordance with ii Observe that
Plk u v  Pku  v Qlk u v  Qku  v
With the classical determinant formula addition theoerem for  and  one
receives
  det
   z z
 z   
z  
A  det
   z z
 z   
z  
A
 z  z  z  
z

Together with  we get
z   

pz
 z     
z
z
and after linear u vsubstitutions for z










yields II after multiplying the third row by Pk
The last  relations III and III follow immediately from iii in Theorem

 
We look for the simplest algebraic relations of the generators of the graded
ring of modular forms









and for a projective embedding of dB using all of them For this purpose we
set
P   Pu  v  u   P




    

   
connected with the modular functions
#P    
  #Q    

 
With the additional notations of  and similar index abbreviations Dm for
some Dijk used in  we correspond to the  variables
X  Y  U  U V  V X  X Y Y





































Theorem    As well the  abelian functions   as the  modular func
tions   satisfy the ane relations corresponding to the following  homoge
neous equations after setting Z  
 O X X  Z
 X Y XY   
 I
Y   X

 XZ
 Y   X

 XZ




Y   X

 XZ
 Y   X

 XZ





Y   YX  X X Y X Y  Y X  
Y   iYX  X X Y  iX Y  Y X  
Y  Y X  X  XY X Y  Y X  
Y  iY X  X  XY X Y  iY X  
 III
ZU XXX   ZU XXX 




ZV   X  iZX  iZX  iZ
ZV   X  iZX  iZX  iZ
ZV   X  iZX  iZX  iZ
ZV   X  iZX  iZX  iZ
Proof The relations O are homogenized de	ning relations for P  and Q 
Relations I III and III come from the corresponding ane relations in
Theorem  For II we change from the determinant relations of Theorem
 to simpler determinant relations working with P  Q  instead of P Q
We pick out the four index triples 
   and 
 Then we apply
immediately ii of Corollary  with          
 
Remark    The auxiliary functions P  Q  do not belong to
H A L  T  They have the advantage to diminish the degrees of the
algebraic determinant equations Moreover starting with P P from the

above equations one can derive an explicit and shortest triangular system of






where triangular means that each of these functions satises an polynomial
equation in one variable with coecitions in the polynomial ring generated by
its predesessors For instance the rst determinant equation of  II yields after
substitution Q 
p
P P such a polynomial equation with coecients in
CPPP Q 
Denition    A BailyBorel morphism )  B  PN is an everywhere
dened projectivized analytic map from B dened by  modular forms    N
of the same weight applied to ball points
B         N   PN 
It is also assumed that there is no cusp where all i vanish simultaneously
Because of same automorphy factors and Hartogs theorem ) factors through
a wellde	ned analytic morphism   B  PN  which can be extended
uniquely to an algebraic morphism  If it is an embedding that means an
isomorphy onto its image surface then we say that  is a BailyBorel embedding
Such embeddings exist for each arithmetic group  acting on B by a celebrated
theorem of BailyBorel in BB It works with a basis of  N  for suciently
high N  
Theorem   The BailyBorel map ) of the 
tuple of modular forms















 induces a BailyBorel embedding
  dB  P
Working with homogeneous coordinate functions   the points of the image
surface satisfy the homogeneous equations  O  I  II  III and  III of The
orem 

Proof At the cusp i the modular form i does not vanish by 
 For
instance using also  we have
 D  
D  
D  
   

It is clear that   

 distuinguish the cusps    We see also that 


does not vanish identically on D Taking into account the other forms 

i it
follows that ) is wellde	ned on D  D  D outside of a discrete subset

Therefore  is wellde	ned on L  L  L  dB outside of a 	nite set of
points sitting inside of B But  is also wellde	ned outside of L Namely
with identi	cations
A   dB n supp L  A n supp L T   A n supp T 
the map  coincides on this open subset with the map to the ane space A
induced by the abelian functions  Namely since   has no zeros over A  we
can divide our embedding modular forms  by   Forgetting the coordinate
we get the ane part of the map from A  into A by modular functions whose
pullbacks along # de	ned in  coincide with  It is elementary to check
that the functions  have no common zero on A  The torsion point P
or P is the only intersection point of of the zero divisors of D D or
of D D

 respectively So  is wellde	ned on A
  thus ) is wellde	ned
outside a discrete subset of B Via Hartogs theorem we get ) on B by analytic
extension
Next we prove that  is injective The elliptic functions  and  embed the
elliptic curve into P On the ane part we get an embedding of E n fOg into
A Taking biproducts the abelian functions P Q P Q embed A into
P   P and A n supp T  T into A They distuinguish also the tangent
lines through O which are the points of the space L 	 P Altogether  is
injective on A n supp T   B
As last step we prove that  is an isomorphism onto its image surface For
this purpose we pull back  to   A  Im   P This is a birational
morphism contracting some connected exceptional curves It contracts T  to six
elliptic cusp points More is not possible because  coincides with  outside of
T  where it is injective Therefore  is an embedding
 
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